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Understanding Human Physiology

A detailed knowledge of human physiology will
enable pathways-based approaches to be used for
human health assessment.
Until human pathways are sufficiently mapped,
animal studies will continue to represent the “Gold
Standard”.

How do we measure success?
• How do you validate human-based
approaches against animal models that are
not predictive of human outcomes?
• Should we use rodent-based approaches to
predict rodent toxicity in order to establish
confidence in new methods / technologies?
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Moving away from animal data: near-term
• Concordance between in vitro / computational
approaches and animal outcomes is increased
by using high quality data (both in vitro and in
vivo)
– Access to high quality animal data are a limiting factor

• Hold animal models to the same standards as
alternatives (data quality, variability and
reproducibility)
• Characterize the impact of animal model
variability on regulatory decisions (retrospective
analysis)

Moving away from animal data: near-term
• This approach works best for acute toxicity
endpoints
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Moving away from animal data
• Will ultimately will need a comparison to human
data
– Access to large amounts of high quality human
toxicological data will be critical but is currently not
available

Traditional approaches to validation often rely on comparing data obtained
from a new method/strategy with results from an existing animal-based
test. This becomes problematic for toxicity tests that have species-specific
biases and also precludes any new test from performing “better” than the
animal test, as any discordance will be assessed in favor of the existing
method. In the absence of sufficient human data, how can new methods
be validated as having equivalent (or better) performance than the animalbased test without a direct comparison to data from the animal test
intended for replacement?
Is there a place in our current paradigms to begin to apply a fundamental
non-animal strategy that allows prospective validation without
compromising near term human safety?

